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It is a fact: Romania has a New Wave 
school of film making, recognized inter-
nationally. After 2000, the Romanian film 
making went from autarchy and ano-
nymity to global recognition. There is 
a growing film culture, the viewership 
is constantly (albeit slowly) rising, and 
the Romanian film makers are accepted 
as equals by their European colleagues. 
As is the case with Cristian Mungiu, 
who went from being candidate for the 
FIPRESCI Prize at the Sofia film festival 
in 2003, to the condition of a member of 
the Cannes film festival jury in 2013, in 
only a decade the Romanian cinema be-
came the most important European film 
phenomenon.

Some of the most important film re-
viewers abroad lead the way of critically 
evaluating the New Wave of Romanian 
directors. A.O. Scott, writing for The 
New York Times, Philip Kennicott for the 
Washington Post, or Ronald Bergen, wri-
ting for The Guardian were among the first 
to give the necessary conceptual recogni-
tion of the works of the young Romanian 
directors. Others soon followed path, like 
the French movie magazine, AlloCiné, a 
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specialized cinema publication online 
which dedicated an entire dossier-ciné-
ma to the already famous “Golden Age” 
of Romanian movies. In countries near-
by, as was the case with Hungary, au-
thors like Goracz Aniko published books 
dealing with this new trend in European 
film making, the film critics focused on 
the theoretical aspects raised by the new 
Romanian films.

Unfortunately the school of film ma-
king initiated by the young directors 
was not followed by a school of film stu-
dies. There is a conceptual poverty of the 
Romanian film criticism, one that negati-
vely mirrors the success of the last decade 
in cinema production. Although there 
are now several departments in Romania 
teaching cinema and media studies, there 
is no coherent project concerning the 
theoretical aspects of film studies. 

The purpose of this paper is to present 
the condition of film studies in Romanian 
academia, to understand the main rea-
sons why film studies still represents an 
insignificant part of cultural studies and 
what needs to be done in order to pro-
mote a coherent film studies research and 
scholarly track.

An autarchic academia

One of the reasons of the poor condi-
tion of film studies research today comes 
from the fact that the academic discourse 
in Romania is autarchic. A self-centered, 
self-satisfied system allows Romanian 
academia to function autonomously, wi-
thin the borders of the national recogni-
tion. For many years the Romanian ci-

nema making and film criticism did not 
exist for the outside world. Some of the 
most important academic reviews dealing 
with Eastern-European cinema treated 
the film making in Romania as absent or 
irrelevant. For example an overall review, 
a book entitled Post new Wave Cinema in 
Soviet Union and Eastern Europe, rightly 
presented the situation in Romanian cine-
ma in condescending way: “Among other 
internationally significant national cine-
mas of Central and Eastern Europe, only 
Romania has sown little sign of renewal. 
[…] At the time of this writing, film deve-
lopments in Romania do not seem to war-
rant separate treatment” (Goulding 1989). 
There were no signs of development in 
the national cinema and no signs of the 
Romanian film criticism abroad. 

Another, more recent book, when as-
king the question ”What is European 
Cinema?”, which included all national 
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cinemas on the continent, dealt with the 
Romanian cinema in an ending phrase, a 
mere coda to the history of film: “[…] and 
Romania.” The Romanian cinema makers 
were not mentioned even once, even in 
books which were specifically discussing 
the European cinema, like the Oxford edi-
ted volume relevantly entitled European 
Cinema (Ezra 2004). Even books specia-
lized in the particular region, like Dina 
Iordanova’s Cinema of the Other Europe: 
The Industry and Artistry of East Central 
European Film, focused only on countries 
like Czechoslovakia, Poland, Hungary 
or even Russia, without mentioning the 
Romanian examples. Even Cristi Puiu, 
the leading figure of the New Wave cine-
ma in contemporary Romanian filmma-
king denied the existence of the national 
film industry: “There is not, not, not, not, 
not a Romanian new wave, […] there is 
no Romanian film industry” (Puiu quo-
ted by Scott 2008). 

The academia in Romania was, in 
the same time, content with its own sta-
tus, the most important film school (and 
the only one at the time), the Bucharest 
based National University of Drama and 
Film (U.N.A.T.C. “I.L. Caragiale”) conti-
nued its existence in an enclosed circle. 
Although some of the young directors of 
the New Wave (like Mungiu, Muntean, 
Nemescu or Porumboiu) were the gra-
duates of this traditional film school 
in Romania, most of them rejected the 
knowledge and canons prescribed during 
their academic studies (Porumboiu 2013).

The challenges of national pride

One of the main problems comes from 
the research practices in Romanian acade-
mia. As is was the case with literary cri-
ticism, history studies or other academic 
fields, the film history in Romania was 
centered on the pride of the national iden-
tity, one developed by a culture focused 
on its own self representation manifest 
in the nationalist communist discourse. 
Romanians tend to represent them-
selves as present at the most important 
moments of world history – in a closed 
circle, theoretically identified as “proto-
chronism” (Boia 1997). The protochronic 
perspective on local culture claims simp-
ly that the Romanians were “the first” in 
all the fields of human knowledge. Film 
historians were not an exception; most 
of them placed the national cinema in-
dustry at the very dawn of film making 
(Căliman 2000). Călin Căliman, today 
university professor, suggested that ever 
since 1897, only two years after the ma-
gic invention of the Lumière brothers, the 
Romanians were already making movies! 
Other critics claimed even the pre-emi-
nence of the Romanian film-making over 
the Lumière brothers, since the Romanian 
doctor Marinescu was the first to make 
scientific movies (Ţuţui 2011). For some, 
the Romanian cinema was notorious 
worldwide very soon, in 1957 when a 
Romanian film was awarded the Palme 
d’Or for the first time in the history of the 
national cinema. Yet Ion Popescu Gopo’s 
award was for a short animation Scurtă 
istorie (Short History 1957), a modest re-
cognition in the history of the European 
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cinema. And even the true recognition, 
which came only in 1965, when Liviu 
Ciulei was awarded the best director 
prize in Cannes, for the black and white 
transposition of a classic Romanian novel, 
Pădurea Spânzuraţilor (The Forrest of the 
Hanged 1965), this was short cut by the 
political power. Ciulei was never permit-
ted to make another movie in Romanian, 
and the national cinema grew even more 
autarchic. Film criticism and films studies 
followed path.

Some of the explanations for the fai-
lure of creating, during the 1960s, a 
Romanian film school, are historical and 
political. Romania did not have an upri-
sing as it was with the Hungarian revolu-
tion (1956), nor a “Spring revolution” like 
that in Prague (1968), nor a Polish solida-
rity movement. As it was the case with the 
Czechoslovak or the Polish New Waves in 
the 1950s and the 1960s, the New Waves 
as artistic movements were part of a wi-
der political and ideological resistance. 
The existence of the Polish school of cine-
ma (with directors like Forman, Polanski 
and Wajda), the Hungarian film school 
(lead by directors as Jancso and Szabo), or 
even the Yugoslav cinema (Makavejev), 
which went on to become internationally 
recognized, were strongly related to the 
specific political context. 

False explanations, regional pride

Some critics of the communist time 
tried to prove that the Romanian cine-
ma during the 1970s was at the fore-
front of movie making innovation, de-
veloping “new narratives” and new film 

making techniques (Modorcea 1979). The 
Romanian cinema was, again, among the 
first to experiment with contrastive sto-
rytelling practices and collaborative di-
recting. As an example, the film critic dis-
cusses a relevant movie of the time Nunta 
de piatră (The Stone Wedding 1973), un-
derlining the fact that two different di-
rectors (Piţa and Veroiu) were telling the 
same story, from two different points 
of view, apparently with no connection 
between them, yet intertwining, justi-
fied his opinion. This so-called ”fresh” 
wave of cinema-makers were simply in-
fluenced by the Western experiments in 
movie-making, at that time, and managed 
to de-center the ideologically dominated 
narratives of communism. In terms of ci-
nema innovation nothing really remar-
kable took place during communism in 
the Romanian cinema production or, for 
that matter, in film studies.

After 1990, the nationally centered 
explanations were partly substituted 
by a regionalist perspective. There has 
been a long debate over the idea that the 
Romanian cinema is part of the Balkan ci-
nema. In order to position the Romanian 
film making practices on the global map, 
an option was to claim a so-called Eastern 
European movie-making identity. Marian 
Ţuţui was one of the Romanian film cri-
tics supporting this concept, that of a 
successful Balkan cinema. While coun-
ting the glorious Balkan filmmakers, 
who received “21 awards in Venice, 17 
in Berlin, 38 in Cannes and 3 Oscars,” he 
included in this group various directors 
like Theo Angelopoulos, Emir Kusturica 
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or the romanian Dan Piţa. More so, he 
was suggestig that the most recent addi-
tions to this group were Lucian Pintilie, 
Cristi Puiu, Corneliu Porumboiu, Cătălin 
Mitulescu, Cristian Nemescu and Cristian 
Mungiu (Ţuţui 2009). Thus, the entire 
Romanian New Wave suddenly became 
nothing but a manifestation of the Balkan 
cinema. For this line of thinking, again, 
simple similarities between the movies 
of this region allows putting them in the 
same conceptual category. For example, if 
Cristian Nemescu uses in his unfinished 
film (California Dreamin’ 2007) a trainsta-
tion supervisor as a main character, this 
makes it similar to Kusturica’s Black Cat, 
White Cat. Or, if Radu Mihăileanu uses a 
music score by Goran Bregović in Trenul 
vieţii (The Train of Life 1998), then he be-
longs to the Balkan cinema (even if he 
works in France).

Even if the Romanian directors clearly 
rejected his affiliation to this Balkan tradi-
tion – as is the case with Lucian Pintilie, 
who shares most of the traits of the 
Balkan black humor – the film critics are 
more interested in establishing cathego-
ries, rather than finding theoretical argu-
ments. As is happens with the movie-ma-
king style which started with the so cal-
led ”Black Wave” of the Yugoslav cine-
ma in the 1960s and 1970s – led by Dušan 
Makavejev and Želimir Žilnik – many 
common traits, especially at the level of 
the humoresque, with the Romanian ci-
nema, are superficially ignored. A rele-
vant study in this respect would be to 
search for the roots of this humor in sur-
realism – since the Balkan black humor 

of Makavejev, like that of Pintilie, has its 
resources in the surrealist nightmares, 
in the comic and bizarre universe of the 
Dada movement born in Romania during 
the 1930s.

The inheritance of ideology
in film writing

In order to understand the history of 
the Romanian film criticism we must un-
derstand the role played by one of most 
important cinema magazines in commu-
nist Romania, entitled simply Cinema. 
The publishing of a first cinema maga-
zine, politically invested with the Leninst 
title Problems of cinema making, placed un-
der the control of the Cinema Committee 
of the Popular Republic (1951-1955), was 
followed by the simple Film magazine 
(1956-1958), supervised by the Ministry 
of Culture. Then, in 1963, the Council of 
Socialist Culture and Education appro-
ved the publication of a ”fresh” cinema 
magazine designed to “promote the va-
lues of Marxist-Leninism” in film produc-
tion and film reception – called Cinema. 
Although the same magazine was initial-
ly published in October 1924, and the si-
milarly named magazine appeared re-
gularly until 1948, the Cinema of the 60s, 
70s and 80s (the last publication date 
was December 1989) remained a propa-
ganda tool for the political power of the 
Communist Party.

Although the creation of the Cinema 
magazine coincided with the opening of 
the Romanian film industry towards the 
West, the publication offering information 
about major international, European and 
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Romanian movies and film making prac-
tices, it was clearly leaning towards the 
Marxist trends in global cinema. In a posi-
tive remark, here for the first time some of 
the New Wave concepts were discussed, 
the newest films were reviewed, and the 
magazine became a popular instrument 
for creating a film culture in communist 
Romania. Yet, due to the specific politi-
cal context, the same magazine provided 
some of the long-standing confusions in 
Romanian film reception. 

The misunderstandings continued af-
ter the political changes in 1990, when 
the same publication was printed with 
another name: Noul Cinema (The New 
Cinema). This new magazine actually fea-
tured some of the “old critics” of the “Old 
Romanian Cinema.” Actually some of the 
most prolific writers at that time were 
Cristina Corciovescu, Călin Căliman, 
Alex. Leo Şerban, Valerian Sava, who la-
ter wrote extensively about the young 
generation of film makers, yet they were 
also among the most important critics du-
ring the communist period.

Not surprisingly the New Cinema team 
– Dana Duma (the manager and also uni-
versity professor), Alex. Leo Şerban or 
Cristina Corciovescu – were among the 
most important and prolific film critics 
in post-communist Romania. Alex. Leo 
Şerban (who prematurely died at age 
52, in 2011) extensively wrote film re-
views about the most recent films, and 
was the first to theoretically evaluate the 
New Wave cinema makers, presenting 
them within the context of the Italian 
Neorealism, the French New Wave and 

other European film schools. Dana Duma 
announced the publication of the first in-
ternationally distributed book on the to-
pic of the New Romanian Cinema, edi-
ted by Christina Stojanova, and to be pu-
blished by Edinburgh University (forth-
coming in 2013). Other film critics who 
wrote for the New Cinema magazine, as 
is the case with Cristina Corciovescu 
(together with Magda Mihăilescu), are 
among the most productive authors in 
Romania today.

The long lasting influence of Cinema 
magazine remains to be deeply analyzed 
by further studies, yet the fact that it fea-
tured some of the film critics of that time, 
later to become the key representatives 
of film studies in Romania (like Călin 
Căliman, followed by Bogdan Burileanu, 
Adina Darian, George Littera or Valerian 
Sava) marks a continuity of means and 
purposes. The New Cinema ended its pu-
blication in 1998 (after 107 issues!), yet it 
provides some explanations for the deve-

Revista Cinema, 1963
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lopment of the film criticism practices in 
the Romanian film studies.

This influence can be traced to the 
younger film critics, as is the case with 
Andrei Gorzo, maybe the most promi-
sing authors of the field, who published a 
well-documented book on the role played 
by realism in recent Romanian cinema, 
where he used the concepts of André 
Bazin to explain the productions of Cristi 
Puiu (Gorzo 2012). Gorzo, following in 
the footsteps of Alex. Leo Şerban, uses 
the same acronym, NCR (Noul Cinema 
Românesc), to officially describe the New 
Wave cinema.

Writers, poets, spies and film critics

As it becomes clear after a brief re-
view of Cinema magazine, the Romanian 
film criticism was assimilated from the 
very beginning with literary criticism. 
Due to the absence of any academic film 
studies and because there was no real 
film school in Romania, the critical en-
vironment was dominated by two ma-
jor trends. On one hand, there were the 
”practitioners,” the cinema makers who 
were writing about their techniques and 
about their colleagues. Among these were 
“recognized” authors, like Ion Popescu-
Gopo, Elisabeta Bostan, Malvina Urşianu 
and, later, Laurentiu Damian, who were 
commenting on various aspects of their 
work experience.

The ”film theoreticians” were most-
ly recycled authors from other cultu-
ral fields. In a mixture of philosophers 
(such as Henri Wald), poets (like Nina 
Cassian), or literary critics (as Ovid S. 

Crohmălniceanu), the theoretical aspects 
of cinema were left to amateurs. A rele-
vant case is that of Nicolae Ulieru who 
was writing about Scot Fitzgerald’s ”mer-
cenary years in Hollywood” and later be-
came the spokesman of the Romanian 
Intelligence Service. Everybody in Roma-
nia seemed to be qualified as a film cri-
tic – as long as they knew how to watch 
a movie. 

Unfortunately, because of the political 
context, most of the writers of Cinema ma-
gazine were serving the ideological needs 
of the Communist Party. Later turned 
into cinema opinion makers, authors like 
Valerian Sava, Călin Căliman or Magda 
Mihăilescu were publishing ideological-
ly apologetic articles, supporting the lea-
dership of Comrade Nicolae Ceaușescu 
and promoting the key concepts of the 
Communist doctrines, finally transfor-
med after 1970 into a pure propaganda 
instrument for the new cultural revolu-
tion, mimicking that of Communist North 
Korea (Dumitrescu “Reviste de film”).

Film historians, dictionary editors
and “dramatic writers”

Since there was no movie theory, 
the Romanian film studies developed a 
couple of special categories: the film histo-
rians, the dictionary writers and the dra-
matic writers. One of the most prolific his-
torians of cinema was Tudor Caranfil, the 
father of the now famous Nae Caranfil, 
the film director of one of the earliest ex-
periments with the new techniques of ci-
nema making, Filantropica. His multiple 
volumes, generously entitled The history 
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of cinema through masterpieces were a mix-
ture of cinema history and film reviews. 
Again, the historical approach to cinema, 
depleted of any aesthetic or social analy-
sis, allowed the writers to cope with the 
ideological pressures. 

Sometimes the ideology was transpa-
rent even in the historical approaches. 
Tudor Caranfil interprets Chaplin from 
the perspectives of his ”antifascism” 
while Cristina Corciovescu, who was wri-
ting histories of the universal film ma-
king for Cinema magazine –described the 
movies of the French New Wave as lac-
king aesthetic and stylistic; and Magda 
Mihăilescu who was writing about the 
great Russian literature and Soviet cine-
ma and their fabulous adaptation tech-
niques. Relevantly enough, the only his-
tory of the Romanian cinema was written 
by Călin Căliman, who dealt with a pe-
riod spanning from 1897 to 2000 – recent-
ly he updated his book – the study ended 
exactly when the real changes in the na-
tional film making were starting (Cristi 
Puiu’s first film was released in 2001).

Another ”neutral” approach to film 
studies was the dictionary entry. Tudor 
Caranfil, Cristina Corciovescu and Bujor 
T. Rîpeanu were among the representa-
tives of this perspective on cinema des-
criptivism. “1.001 film makers” or “1234 
Romanian cinema makers” were titles 
who suggested this specialized discourse 
about film research. Caranfil, who pu-
blished several volumes containing long 
lists of films and directors, had even 
conceitedness to write more than the his-
tory of world cinema, he edited an all en-

compassing “universal dictionary” of 
movies.

Another trend was borrowed from the 
”dramatic authors” in the field of theater 
reviews. The Romanian film critics were 
considered those authors who wrote brief 
reviews and reception articles – basic, ra-
ther subjective approaches, in which the 
personal emotions and private viewing 
experience became standards of criticism. 
”I like it” was the key-word for many film 
reviewers, like Ecaterina Oproiu (editor 
in chief of Cinema magazine) who was 
specialized in both in theater and film re-
views.

Where are the experts?
The missing academic film publications

Although the ”oldest” film publica-
tion in Romania was printed as early as 
1912, the history of academic publication 
is relatively recent. There were no specia-
lized academic publications in the field, 
until the apparition of a biannual publi-
cation under the title Cinematographic Art 
& Documentation. Journal of cinematogra-
phic studies edited by Doina Ruşti – ini-
tially with Media University in Bucharest 
(2007), then later issued by Hyperion 
University (new series 2010). Relevantly 
enough, the most important film scho-
ol in Romania (and, untill after 1990 the 
only one!), Universitatea Naţională de 
Artă Teatrală şi Cinematografică “Ion 
Luca Caragiale” (UNATC), published its 
first scientific publication in film studies 
only this year. Close Up: Film and Media 
Studies is a bi-annual English-language 
journal published by UNATC, and edited 
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by Dana Duma starting with 2013. This 
followed the 2009 launch of Film Menu, 
a bi-monthly film studies magazine writ-
ten by the students of UNATC, a spring 
board for creativity, yet lacking scientific 
background.

The universities outside Bucharest 
were also making efforts in building 
up an academic film studies environ-
ment. Under my coordination, since 
2008, Babeș-Bolyai University published 
its own film studies journal, Ekphrasis, 
where films and media papers were ac-
cepted, with issues dealing with a parti-
cular focus on theoretical problems (from 
visual anthropology to feminism and 
iconoclasm). The Hungarian University 
in Transylvania, Sapientia, also pu-
blishes a well documented journal, en-
titled Film and Media Studies, starting 
2009. Gradually the research community 
is growing more coherent and there are 
good prospects for a real film studies en-
vironment to be developed. 

Of course, in order to do so, a young 
generation of film studies researchers 
needs to be cultivated and a film theore-
tical discourse must be encouraged. This 
should be the role of the doctoral scho-
ols in film studies. The only school offi-
cially giving Ph.D thesis exams and the 
theoretical doctorate in cinema and me-
dia is at UNATC, presently coordinated 
by Manuela Cernat, Cristina Nichituș, 
Laurenţiu Damian and Gheorghe 
Bălășoiu; most of these research papers 
being published by the UNATC Press. 
A few names and titles of the Ph. D gra-
duates are relevant for our topic (the se-

lections were made according to the year-
ly doctorates lists, choosing only the ci-
nema topics) – most of the graduates 
are either film directors and/or univer-
sity teachers. In 1997, Ion Lazăr gradua-
ted with a thesis on Cinematic baroque; In 
2001, Talal Khamis Mohamed Moussa 
with The new realism in Egyptian cinema; 
In 2002, Dana Duma with Woody Allen 
and the author comedy; In 2003 Laurenţiu 
Damian graduated with a research on The 
traditional documentary to the document-art 
in Romanian cinema between 1960-1990; In 
2004 Dan Alexandru, with Picture lan-
guage. Image, the primary means of expres-
sion in cinematic art; In 2005 Sorin Ilieşiu, 
graduated with The narrative function of 
the film image; In 2006 Lucian Georgescu 
graduated with The motif of the road in 
Jim Jarmusch’s cinema; In 2007 Marian 
Ţuţui graduated with his Balkan cine-
ma. Between Myth and Tradition; In 2008 
Gheorghe Preda with The connotation of 
space in contemporary film; In 2009 Mircea 
Bunescu with Aesthetic determinations 
of the film and television pictures; In 2010, 
Radu F. Alexandru, with Images of the tra-
gic in the cinema of the 2nd half of the XX 
century; In 2011 Andrei Gorzo, with The 
Romanian cinematic realism. 

And, although other universities are 
allowing doctorate students dealing with 
this topic – as are many of Lucian Boia’s 
doctorate studies (like Aurelia Vasile, Le 
cinéma roumain dans la période communiste. 
Représentations de lh̀istoire nationale, or 
Bogdan-Alexandru Jitea, Dissidence and 
conformism in the cinema of Ceauşescu re-
gime, Bucharest University) – the field re-
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mains extremely narrow and it lack theo-
retical amplitude. Some of the most rele-
vant examples are two recent books, pu-
blished after two Ph.D. theses. The first 
belongs to a journalist and newspaper 
editorialist, Cristian Tudor Popescu. His 
book on propaganda in the Romanian 
film fiction (1912-1989), a well written 
discussion on ideology in the Romanian 
cinema (using catch phrases like “the 
deaf film-making in a dumb Romania”) 
is far from being a real research on the 
subject. The second is a book carrying a 
promising title (also a former Ph. D. the-
sis), The story of storytelling in Romanian 
movies (1912-2012). Regrettably, Marilena 
Ilieșiu lacks any references to narrative 
theories in cinema, placing the Romanian 
film writing in a self-centered, national 
and historical context, not far from the 
dictionary-historical approaches dis-
cussed previously.

Brave new editing efforts

The book publishing market in Roma-
nian is divided among two important pu-
blishing houses, Polirom and Humanitas. 
Polirom, based in Iasi, started a collection 
of cinema books, beginning with Alex. 
Leo Șerban’s anthology of film reviews: 
Why do we see movies. Et in Arcadia Cinema 
(2006). The second book of Șerban, Four 
decades, three years and two months with the 
Romanian cinema was even more impor-
tant, since it was a collection of film re-
views dedicated to the New Wave cinema 
makers (2009). Following the footsteps of 
his mentor, Alex Leo Șerban, the young 
critic Andrei Gorzo gathered his collec-

tion of film reviews (mostly published 
in Dilema veche cultural magazine), and 
printed it under the funny paraphrase 
to Sergio Leone, The Good, the Bad and the 
Ugly in cinema (2009).

More remarkable, some of the most 
recent publications of Polirom, coordi-
nated by Cristina Corciovescu şi Magda 
Mihăilescu, are dealing with the recent 
Romanian cinema. Thus Top 10 Romanian 
films of all time determined by the votes of 
40 critics (2010) and The New Romanian 
Cinema. From Comrade Ceaușescu to Mister 
Lăzărescu (2011) are broad compila-
tion trying to supply theoretical argu-
ments the quality of the Romanian new 
films and among the first to deal some 
of the most important topics concerning 
the New Wave in the Romanian cinema 
(dealing with major themes like the road 
movie, the relationship with the memo-
ries of Communism). Polirom also pu-

Revista Cinema, 1990
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blished the already mentioned Cristian 
Tudor Popescu and Marilena Ilieșiu.

The main competitor of Polirom, the 
Bucharest based Humanitas, also initia-
ted a so-called “film library”, first with 
translations, publishing books by Fellini 
and Lynch, but more recently featuring 
Andrei Gorzo’s relevant theoretical dis-
cussion on the Romanian young cine-
ma, Things that cannot be said Otherwise. A 
Way of Thinking Cinema, from Andre Bazin 
to Cristi Puiu (2012). Gorzo’s book is also 
a Ph. D. thesis, yet he exhaustively tracks 
the roots of realism in the films of Cristi 
Puiu, linking them directly with the tra-
dition of early French theories on realism 
in cinema, and not just a collection of ”es-
says” quickly edited for the benefit of the 
publishing house.

Other, smaller editing houses are fol-
lowing track, with specialized titles. 
Tritonic edition house published Lucian 
Pricop’s extensive analysis of the 
Management of film production and also his 
Marketing and cinema - Art. Technique. A 
State of mind. Recently, in 2012, Tritonic 
published Constantin Pivniceru’s his-
torical approach on recent cinema 
(Memories from actualities. 50 years of ci-
nema in Romania). The Cluj based Eikon 
editing house announced an entire TIFF 
collection for cinephile – by now with 
only one author (and also the coordina-
tor of the collection) Ioan-Pavel Azap, 
who also gathers his film reviews from 
various cultural magazines (Cultura, 
Verso, Tribuna) in a book called 16 mm 
(A cinephile’s diary). The same trend is 
followed by Vremea Publisher, printing 

Radu-Ilarion Munteanu’s reviews called 
The most difficult end, survival. A collection 
of texts about the movies (2011) – where the 
physicist turned cultural studies specia-
list, discusses ”the mysteries” of cinema. 

Others focus on translations, like 
Idea publishing printing ”classics” like 
Jacques Aumont’s The Aesthetics of film; 
IBU Publishing, who launched a collec-
tion of translations, mostly from Max 
Tessier’s ”Films” series; or more recently 
Tact editing house, publishing the trans-
lations of Gilles Deleuze’s Cinema vo-
lumes, by Ştefana and Ioan Pop-Curşeu.

In this effervescent environment some 
oddities make their way – as is the case 
with the religious editing houses, who are 
trying to cover the same market. As is the 
example with monk Theophanes Mada’s 
The Gospel in the Hollywood version. Jesus 
in cinema; or the publishing house Arc of 
Resurection, printing Elena Dulgheru’s 
vision about Tarkovski, called Film as 
prayer.

Bloggers, online film reviewers
and young critics

According to the data provided by 
trafic.ro (the Romanian portal for eva-
luating online readership), the only web-
site in Romania having over 100.000 vi-
sitors (650.000 visitors in July 2013) is ci-
nemagia.ro, ranked number 22 – this site 
offers general reviews and online infor-
mation, something like imdb.com. The 
other websites in this hierarchy are sim-
ply portals of multiplexes (cinemacity.
ro), subtitles data bases (subtitratonline.
eu) or general opinion film reviews (film-
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bun.ro). The latest carries an interesting 
(and suggestive) disclaimer: ”We do not 
pretend to be critics and we have no trai-
ning as such. If you are looking for film 
critics, you are not in the right place”. 
But ”the right place” does not exist in the 
Romanian blogosphere. Some of the plat-
forms which are providing criticism (de-
catfilme.ro; cinefan.ro; cineblog.info) are 
mostly focusing on recent Western pro-
ductions, while others, who are trying 
to mix film reporting and film journa-
lism (as filmreporter.ro), providing in-
terviews with film directors, data about 
viewership and box-office, are limited ef-
fort for quality cinema interpretations.

Another review of the best blogs (ze-
list.ro), which provides an evaluation of 
the individual blogs in Romania, does not 
mention film blog among the top 50 sites. 
Some of the aggregated blogs in this top 
(like metropotam.ro), although providing 
pages with film reviews, offer no real cri-
ticism of the movies presented. 

This is why, as revealed by a short re-
view made by Alex Goldiș (himself a pro-
mising young literary critic), for Cultura 
magazine, most of the film critics in 
Romania are still concentrated around 
cultural magazines and daily newspa-
pers, while many of them are ”specia-
lized” in film analysis while writing film 
reviews (with no studies in the field). 
Among these, the most important re-
mains Dilema veche, where Andrei Gorzo 
holds a regular film reviewing page. 

Another important source for film ana-
lysis is Observator cultural, where pro-
mising critics like Mihai Fulger and the 
younger Gheorghe Preda or Igor Mocanu 
are making interesting comments and in-
telligent reviews. România Literară, one of 
the oldest literary criticism magazines in 
Romania, features for some time a page 
dealing with film criticism, now pre-
sented by the literary critic and novelist 
Angelo Mitchievici, who writes regular-
ly on the topic. 

Some, like Andrei Rus, were consecra-
ted as a students; Rus is now coordina-
ting the Film Menu magazine (published 
by UNATC) and was hired by the same 
University as teaching assistant. Others, 
like Iulia Blaga, another promising young 
film critic, who was writing for România 
liberă daily newspaper and for other on-
line aggregated platforms (like liternet.
ro), are following the path of freelancing.

These young critics and other young 
cinema journalists represent the hope 
of the Romanian film studies. It is their 
challenge to find ways of expression that 
would finally put the theoretical dis-
course about cinema at the same level as 
the recent film production. And, last but 
not least, it is their provocation to follow 
suit the movie makers who got out of the 
autarchy of the local academia and the 
close circuit of national pride, bringing 
the Romanian film criticism into the in-
ternational dialogue.
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